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Abstract
A vast amount of human communication occurs online. These digital traces of natural human
communication along with recent advances in natural language processing technology pro-
vide for computational analysis of these discussions. In the study of social networks, the
typical perspective is to view users as nodes and concepts as flowing through and among the
user nodes within the social network. In the present work, we take the opposite perspective:
we extract and organize massive amounts of group discussion into a concept space we call
an entity graphwhere concepts and entities are static and human communicators move about
the concept space via their conversations. Framed by this perspective, we performed several
experiments and comparative analysis on large volumes of online discourse from Reddit.
In quantitative experiments, we found that discourse was difficult to predict, especially as
the conversation carried on. We also developed an interactive tool to visually inspect con-
versation trails over the entity graph; although they were difficult to predict, we found that
conversations, in general, tended to diverge to a vast swath of topics initially, but then tended
to converge to simple and popular concepts as the conversation progressed. An application
of the spreading activation function from the field of cognitive psychology also provided
compelling visual narratives from the data.

Keywords Online discourse · Entity linking · Social media · Graphs · Influence

1 Introduction

In any conversation, members continuously track the topics and concepts that are being
discussed. The colloquialism “train-of-thought” is often used to describe the path that a
discussion takes, where a conversationmay “derail,” or “come-full-circle,” etc. An interesting
untapped perspective of these ideas exists within the realm of the Web and Social Media,
where a train-of-thought could be analogous to a trail over a graph of concepts. With this
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perspective, an individual’s ideas as expressed through language can be mapped to explicit
entities or concepts, and, therefore, a single argument or train-of-thought can be treated as a
path over the graph of concepts. Within a group discussion, the entities, concepts, arguments,
and stories can be expressed as a set of distinct paths over a shared concept space, what we
call an entity graph.

Scholars have long studied discourse and the flow of narrative in group conversations,
especially in relation to debates around social media [1] and intelligence [2]. The study of
language and discourse is rooted in psychology [3] and consciousness [4].

Indeed, the linguist Wallace Chafe considered “...conversation as a way separate minds
are connected into networks of other minds.” [3] Looking at online conversations from this
angle, a natural hypothesis arises: If we think of group discussion as a graph of interconnected
ideas, then can we learn patterns that are descriptive and predictive of the discussion?

Fortunately, recent developments in natural language processing, graph mining, and the
analysis of discourse now permit the algorithmicmodeling of human discussion in interesting
ways by piecing them together. This is a broad goal, but in the present work we provide a
first step toward graph mining over human discourse.

Another outcome of the digital age is that much of human discourse has shifted to online
social systems. Interpersonal communication is now observable at a massive scale. Digital
traces of emails, chat rooms, Twitter, or other threaded conversations that approximate in
person communication are commonly available. A newer form of digital group discussion
can be seen in the dynamics of Internet fora where individuals (usually strangers) discuss
and debate a myriad of issues.

Technology that can parse and extract information from these conversations currently
exists and operates with reasonable accuracy. From this large body of work, the study of entity
linking has emerged as a way to ground conversational statements to well-defined entities,
such as those that constitute knowledge bases and knowledge graphs [5]. Wikification, i.e.,
where entities in prose are linked to Wikipedia entries as if it was written for Wikipedia, is
one example of entity linking [6]. The Information Cartography project is another example
that uses these NLP tools to create visualizations that help users understand how related news
stories are connected in a simple, yet meaningful manner [7–9]. But because entity linking
techniques have been typically trained from Wikipedia or long-form Web text, they have a
difficult time accurately processing conversational narratives, especially from social media
[10]. Fortunately, recent progress in SocialNLP has made considerable strides in recent years
[11] providing the ability to extract grounded information from informal, threaded online
discourse [12].

Taking this perspective, the present work studies and explores the flow of entities in online
discourse through the lens of entity graphs.We focus our attention on discussion threads from
Reddit, but these techniques should generalize to online discussions on similar platforms so
long as the entity linking system can accurately link the text to the correct entities. The
threaded conversations provide a clear indication of the reply pattern, which allows us to
chart and visualize conversation paths over entities.

To be clear, this perspective is the opposite of the conventional social networks approach,
where information and ideas traverse over user nodes; on the contrary, we consider discourse
to be humans traversing over a graph of entities. The conventional approach to social networks
is important for areas such as influence maximization [13] and the spread of behaviors [14].
Instead, the goal of our alternative perspective is to discover this network of minds and
uncover patterns of how they think over topics. This alternative perspective ismotivated by the
large number of influence campaigns [15], information operations [16], and the effectiveness
of disinformation [17]. These campaigns often operate by seeding conversations in order
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Fig. 1 Illustration of an entity graph created from threaded conversations from r/politics (blue edges) and
r/conservative (red edges). The x-axis represents the (threaded) depth at which each entity was mentioned
within conversations, extracted from Reddit, rooted at Joe_Biden. The y-axis represents the semantic space of
each entity, i.e., similar entities are closer than dissimilar entities on the y-axis. Edge colors denote whether the
transition from one entity set to another occurs more often from one group conversations than another. Node
colors represent equivalent entity sets along the x-axis. In this visualization, we observe a pattern of affective
polarization as comments coming from /r/Conservative are more likely to drive the conversation toward topics
related to the opposing political party (color figure online)

to exploit conversation patterns and incite a particular group. Another motivation for our
proposed methodology is humans attraction toward homophily and the large number of echo
chambers that have been created online [18, 19]. Prior works [19] looking at echo chambers
in political discourse rely on this notion of the ideas spreading between user nodes. Other
works looking at morality [20] also follow this notion of how moral text spreads throughout
a user network. We stress here that our entity graph will allow for a flipped perspective of
having users move across the graph of entities in various types of conversations. This position
allows for a different form of analysis into how different groups or communities think as a
whole.

Our way of thinking is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows a subset of path traversals, which
we describe in detail later, from thousands of conversations in /r/politics and /r/conservative
that start from the entity Joe_Biden. As a brief preview, we find that conversations starting
with Joe_Biden tend to lead toward United_States in conversations from the /r/conservative
subreddit (indicated by a red edge), but commonly lead toward mentions of the Republi-
can_Party in conversations from /r/politics (indicated by blue-purple edge). From there, the
conversations move onward to various other entities and topics that are cropped from Fig. 1
to maintain clarity.

In the present work, we describe how to create entity graphs and use them to answer
questions about the nature of online, threaded discourse. Specifically, we ask three research
questions:

RQ1 How predictable is online discourse? Can we accurately determine where a conversa-
tion will lead?

RQ2 What do entity graphs of Reddit look like? In general, does online discourse tend to
splinter, narrow, or coalesce? Do conversations tend to deviate or stay on topic?
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RQ3 Can cognitive psychological theories on spreading activation be applied to further
illuminate and compare online discourse?

We find that entity graphs provide a detailed yet holistic illustration of online discourse
in aggregate that allow us to address our proposed research questions. Conversations have
an enormous, visually random, empirical possibility space, but attention tends to coalesce
toward a handful of common topics as the depth increases. Prediction is difficult and gets
more difficult the longer a conversation goes on. Finally, we show that entity graphs present a
particularly compelling tool bywhich to perform comparative analysis. For example, we find,
especially in recent years, that conservatives and liberals both tend to focus their conversations
on the out-group—a notion known as affective polarization [21]. We also find that users also
tend to stick to the enforced topics of a subreddit as shown by how r/news tends toward
entities from the USA and r/worldnews tends toward non-US topics.

2 Methodology

2.1 Online discourse dataset

Of all the possible choices fromwhich to collect online discourse,wefind thatReddit provides
exactly the kind of data that can be used for this task. It is freely and abundantly available [22],
and it has a large number of users and a variety of topics. Reddit has become a central source
of data for many different works [23]. For example, recent studies on the linguistic analysis
of Schizophrenia [24], hate speech [25], misogyny [26], and detecting depression-related
posts [27] all make substantial use of Reddit data.

The threading system that is built into Reddit comment pages is important for our analysis.
Each comment thread begins with a high level topic (the post title), that is often viewed as
the start of a conversation around a specific topic. Users often respond to the post with their
own comments. These can be viewed as direct responses to the initial post, and then each of
these comments can have replies. This threading system generates a large tree structure where
the root is the post title. Of course, such a threading system is only one possible realization
of digital discussion, but this system provides the ability to understand how conversations
move as users respond to each other in turn. Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube also have
discussion sections, but it is very difficult to untangle who is replying to whom in these
(mostly) unthreaded systems.

Reddit contains a large variety of subreddits, which are small communities focused on a
specific topic.We limit our analysis to only a small number of them, but for each selection we
obtain their complete comment history from January 2017 to June 2021. In total, we selected
five subreddits: /r/news, /r/worldnews, /r/Conservative, /r/Coronavirus and /r/politics. We
selected these subreddits because they are large and attract a lot of discussion related to current
events, albeit with their own perspectives and guidelines. These subreddits also contain a large
number of entities, which we plan to extract and analyze.

Likemost social sites, Reddit post-engagement follows the 90–9-1 rule of Internet engage-
ment. Simply put, most users don’t post or comment, and most posts receive almost no
attention [23]. Because of this, we limit our data to include only those threads that are in the
top 20% in terms of number of comments per post. Doing so ensures that we mostly collect
larger discussions threads that have an established back and forth. We also ignore posts from
the well-known bot accounts, (e.g., AutoMod, LocationBot) to ensure we get actual user
posts in the conversation.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 (Left) Example comment thread with the post title as the root, two immediate child comments, one of
which has two additional child comments. Entity mentions are highlighted in yellow. (Right) The resulting
entity tree where each comment is replaced by their entity set. Note the case where the mention-text Trump
in the comment thread is represented by the standardized entity label Donald_Trump in the entity tree (color
figure online)

2.2 Entity linking

We use entity linking tools to extract the entities from each post title and comment in the
dataset (c.f. [5]). Entity linking tools seek to determine parts of free form text that represent an
entity (a mention) and then map that mention to the appropriate entity-listing in a knowledge
base (disambiguation), such as Wikipedia. Existing models and algorithms rely heavily on
character matching between the mention-text and the entity label, but more recent models
have employed deep representation learning to make this task more robust [28].

An example of entity linking on a comment thread is illustrated in Fig. 2. Each comment
thread T contains a post R which serves as the root of the tree cr ∈ T and comments cx ∈ T ,
where subscript r and x serve to index the post title and a specific comment. Each comment
can reply to the root c → r or to another comment cx → cy thereby determining a comment’s
depth � ∈ [0, . . . , L]. Comments and post titles may or may not contain one or more entities
S(c). These entity sets are likewise threaded, such that S(cx ) → S(cy)means that the entities
in cx were responded to with the entities in cy , i.e., cx is the parent of cy . With this formalism,
the entity linking task transforms a comment threads into an entity tree as seen in Fig. 2.

Specifically, we utilize the End-to-End (E2E) neural model created by Kolitaskas et al.
[12] to perform entity linking on our selected subreddits. Previous work has shown that entity
linking on Reddit can be quite challenging due to the wide variety of mentions used [29].
The E2E model we use has been shown to have a high level of precision on Reddit but
lacks a high recall [29]. We find using this model appropriate as we want to ensure that the
entities we find are correct and reliable, but acknowledge that it may miss a portion of the
less well-known entities, as well as missing any new entities that arise from entity drift. The
choice of this entity linker also influenced our decision to analyze the selected subreddits as
the performance is better in these selected subreddits. We also experimented with the popular
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Table 1 Reddit discourse dataset. Top 20% of posts in terms of number of comments from five subreddits
between January 2017 and June 2021

# Posts # Comments Total entities Unique entities

/r/news 7,299 106,428 240,009 10,573

/r/worldnews 16,056 263,227 692,735 12,840

/r/politics 15,596 326,958 756,576 11,908

/r/Conservative 3,093 41,439 100,756 4,308

/r/Coronavirus 18,469 252,303 509,632 10,246

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Paths extracted from the entity tree in Fig. 2b represented by directed edges over entity sets

REL entity linker [30]. Although it did retrieve many more entities from the comments, we
found a large number of the entities to be incorrect.

Using the E2E model, we extract entities from each post title and comment individually
and construct the entity tree as illustrated in Fig. 2. Table 1 shows a breakdown of the post,
comment, and entity statistics for each subreddit considered in the present work.

2.3 Entity graph

Given an entity tree, our next task is to construct a model that can be used to make predictions
about the shape and future of the conversation, but also can be used as a visual, exploratory
tool. Although entity trees may provide a good picture for a single conversation, we want
to investigate patterns in a broader manner. To do this, we consider conversations coming
from a large number of entity trees in aggregate. This model takes the form of a weighted
directed graph G = (V , E, w) where each vertex v ∈ V is a tuple of an entity set S(c) and
its associated depth � in the comment tree v = (S(c), �). Each directed edge in the graph
e ∈ E connects two vertices e = (v1, v2) such that the depth, �, of v1 must be one less
than the depth of v2. Each edge in the graph e ∈ E also contains a weight w : E → R that
represents the frequency of the transition from one entity set to another. This directed graph
captures not only the specific concepts and ideas mentioned within the discourse, but also
the conversational flow over those concepts.

Continuing the example from above, Fig. 3 shows three individual paths P representing
the entity tree from Fig. 2b. Each entity set moves from one depth to the next, representing
the progression of the discussion.
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Fig. 4 Entity graph constructed from a star expansion of the entity tree in Fig. 2b and the conversation paths
in Fig. 3c. This model represents the entities, their frequent combinations, and the paths frequently used in
their invocation

During the construction of the entity paths, we remove comments that do not have any
replies. Short paths, thosewith a length less than three, do not offermuch information in terms
of how the conversation will progress, because the conversation empirically did not progress.
It may be useful to analyze why some topics resulted in no follow-on correspondence, but
we leave this as a matter for future work.

Because we wish to explore online discourse in aggregate, this is the point where we
aggregate across many comment threads T ∈ T where T represents an entire subreddit or
an intentional mixture of subreddits depending on the task. We extract all of the conversation
paths from our comment threads T to now have a group of conversation pathsP . To generate
our graph, we iterate over our group of paths P and aggregated them together to construct
our entity graph. For every instance of an entity set transition in a conversation path, we
increment the weight w of its respective edge in our entity graph. One key aspect of this is
that we count this transition only once per each comment thread T . This ensures that entity
transitions do not get over counted, by virtue of the thread being larger and containing more
conversation paths overall.

One of the limitations of the current graph structure is that the graph does not capture
conversation similarities if some of the entities overlap between two different vertices. For
instance, another entity tree may result in having an entity set S(cr ) that contains a subset
of the entities in a given vertex. This new entity set may have a similar conversational flow
but will not be captured in our current entity graph because the model does not allow for any
entity overlap.

To help alleviate this issue, we borrow from the notion of a hypergraph and perform a star
expansion on our graph G [31]. A hypergraph is defined as H = (X , E) where X is the set
of vertices and E is a set of non-empty subsets of X called hyperedges. The star expansion
process turns a hypergraph into a simple, bipartite graph. It works by generating a new vertex
in the graph for each hyperedge present in the hypergraph and then connects each vertex to
each new hyperedge-vertex. This generates a new graph G(V , E) from H by introducing a
new vertex and edge for each hyperedge such that V = E ∪ P .

While our model is a graph we can treat each entity set S(c) as a hyperedge in our case to
perform this star expansion. This will give us new vertices to represent each individual entity
and allow us to capture transitions from one entity set to another if they share a subset of
entities. An example of the resulting graph after performing a star expansion can be seen in
Fig. 4. This helps to provide valid transition paths that would otherwise not exist without the
star expansion. When the star expansion operation is performed the edge weights between
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the new individual entity vertices and their respective entity sets is set to the number of times
that entity set occurred at a given depth l. Although the star expansion process will generate
a much larger graph due to the large number of vertices, it proves to be useful for prediction
and aligning entity set vertices in a visual space.

This graph model therefore represents the entities, their frequent combinations, and the
paths frequently used in their invocation over a set of threaded conversations.

3 Conversation prediction

Having generated these entity graphs we turn our attention to the three research questions.
RQ1 first asks if these entity graphs can be used to predict where a conversation may lead.
Clearly this is a difficult task, but recent advances in deep learning and language models have
led to major improvements and interest in conversational AI [32], which has further lead
to the development of a number of models that utilize entities and knowledge graphs [33]
from various sources including Reddit [34]. The main motivation of these tools is to use the
topological structure of the knowledge graphs (entities and their relationships) to improve
a conversational agents’ ability to more naturally select the next entity in the conversation.
The typical methodology in related machine learning papers seeks to predict the next entity
in some conversation [35]. In these cases, a dataset of paths through a knowledge graph is
constructed from actual human conversations as well as one or more AI models. Then a
human annotator picks the entity that they feel is most natural [35, 36].

Our methodology varies from these as we are not focused on making a machine learning
model to accurately predict these entities precisely. Our goal is to demonstrate more broad
patterns of people conversing over and through the topics. To this end, we do not evaluate
with a standard machine learning paradigm aiming to optimize for metrics such as accuracy,
precision, recall, etc. To demonstrate that our entity graph captures broad patterns that can
be further explored we perform two tasks: (1) the generalization task and (2) a similarity
prediction task. Each task uses fivefold cross-validation where we split the entity graph into
80/20 splits for Htrain and Htest, respectively. We perform this cross-validation in a disjoint
manner with the Reddit threads that we have extracted. This creates 5 different entity graphs,
one for each split, and validates themodel’s generalization to unseenReddit threads.Although
this disjoint split ensures the threads are separate, we do not consider the temporal aspect of
these threads.

The first task: generalization, gets at the heart of our broader question on the predictability
of conversation paths. In this task, we simply calculate the number of entity sets, at each level
inHtest that also appear in the same level inHtrain of our entity graph. Formally, we measure
generalization as 1 − ‖S�∈Htest\S�∈Htrain‖

‖S�∈Htest‖ for each �.
In simple terms, generalization tells us, given an unseen conversation comment, if the

model can make a prediction from the given comment by matching at least one entity in
our entity graph model. This task therefore validates how well the model captures general
conversation patterns by matching at the entity level. The results of this analysis are shown in
Fig. 5where color and shape combinations indicate the subreddit and � is represented along
the x-axis. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean across the fivefolds.
We find that the entity graph captures much more of the information early in conversations.
As the depth increases to three and beyond, we note a sharp drop in the overlap between
the test and training sets. The widening confidence interval also indicates that the amount
of information varies based on the test set. From these results, we conclude that analyzing
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Fig. 5 Percent of the predictions
made on the testing set that, on
average, exist in the training set
for fivefolds. Higher is better

Fig. 6 Box plot of Word Movers Distance (WMD) as a function of the conversation depth �. Lower is better.
Box plots representWMDerror of entity representations predicted by the narrative hypergraph over all entities,
over all depth, over fivefolds

the flow of an unseen conversation early-on is reasonable, but findings from deeper in the
conversation may be difficult because key entities may be missing from the entity graph.

The second task: similarity prediction looks to measure the similarity between a predicted
entity set and the actual entity set. This methodology uses the entity embeddings from the
E2E entity linking model to represent the entities in the vector space. For each root in Htest

we find its matching root in the Htrain; if a match does not exist, we discard and start again.
Then we make the Markovian assumption and perform probabilistic prediction for each path
in the training set via Pr(S�+1(cy)|S�(cx )), i.e., the empirical probability of a conversation
moving to S�+1(cy) given the conversation is currently at S�(cx ) inHtrain. The probability for
each transition is based on the edge weights that we captured during the graph construction
step. As determined in the previous experiment, entity sets are increasingly unlikely to match
exactly as the depth increases; so rather than a 0/1 loss, wemeasure the word movers distance
(WMD) between the predicted entities and the actual entities [37].

The results for this comparison are shown in Fig. 6 for three of the larger subreddits. We
again find that as the depth of the conversation increases the distance between our predicted
tree and the ground truth entities rises. These results indicate that as a conversation continues,
the variety of topics discussed tends to increase. Therefore, predictions are likely to not align
well very to those of the true conversation. This is most clearly seen in the /r/politics plot in
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Fig. 6, where we note a sharp increase in the later parts of the conversation. If the variety of
topics was consistent, then we would expect the WMD to stay relatively flat throughout the
conversation depth.

4 Conversation traversals

Next, we investigate RQ2 through a visualization of the entity graph. Recall that the entity
graph contains entity sets over the depths of the conversation. Specifically, we seek to under-
stand what conversations on Reddit look like. Do they splinter, narrow, or behave in some
other way? We call the set of visual paths conversation traversals because they indicate how
users traverse the entity graph.

We generate these visual conversation traversals using a slightly modified force directed
layout [38]. Graph layout algorithms operate like graph embedding algorithms LINE,
node2vec, etc., but rather than embedding graphs into a high dimension space, visual graph
layout tools embed nodes and edges into a 2D space. In our setting we do make some restric-
tions to the algorithm in order to force topics to coalesce into a visually meaningful and
standardized space. Specifically, we fix the position of each vertex in our graph on the x-axis
according to �. As in Fig. 4, individual entity vertices always occur to the left of entity set
vertices, making the visualization illustrate how conversations flow from the start to finish in
a left to right fashion.

This restriction forces the embedding algorithm to adjust the position only on the y-
coordinate, and this is necessary to allow the individual entity to entity set edges from the
star expansion to pull entity set vertices close together if and only if they share many common
entities. Loosely connected or disconnected entities will therefore not be pulled together. As a
result, the y-axis tends to cluster entities and entity sets together in a semantically meaningful
way.

Embedding algorithms are typically parameterized with a learning rate parameter that
determines how much change can happen to the learned representation at each iteration.
Because we want entities to be consistent horizontally, we modify the learning rate function
to increasingly dampen embedding updates over 100 iterations per depth. For example, given
a entity graph of depth L = 10, we would expect 1000 iterations total. We initially allow all
entities and entity sets to update according to the default learning rate, but as the iterations
increase to 100 the learning rate of the entities and entity sets at � = 1 will slowly dampen
and eventually lock into place at iteration 100. When these entities and entity sets lock, we
also lock those same entities and entity sets at all other depths. This ensures that each of these
entities and entity sets will be drawn as a horizontal line at the given y position.

Then, from iterations 100 to 200, the learning rate of the entities and entity sets at � = 2
will slowly dampen and eventually lock into place at iteration 200.Meanwhile the entities and
entity sets at deep levels will continue to be refined. In this way, the semantically meaningful
y-coordinates tend to propagate from left to right as the node embedding algorithm iterates.

One complication is that the sheer number of entities and the conversation paths over the
entities is too large to be meaningful to an observer. So we do not draw the entity nodes
generated by the star expansion and instead opt to rewire entities sets based on the possible
paths through the individual entity nodes. We also tune the edge opacity based on the edge
weights.

We draw the resulting graph with D3 to provide an interactive visualization [39].
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Fig. 7 Entity graph showing the visual conversation traversals from /r/news. This illustration shows the paths
of conversations over entity sets. The x-axis represents the depth of the conversation; entity sets are clustered
into a semantically meaningful space along the y-axis. Inset graph highlights five example entity sets and their
connecting conversation paths. Node colors represent equivalent entity sets. In this example, we highlight how
entity sets are placed in meaningful semantic positions in relation to one another

Conversation traversals of the entity graph generated from /r/news are illustrated in
Fig. 7. This illustration is cropped to remove the four deepest vertical axes (on the right) and
is also cropped to show the middle half of the illustration. A zoomed-in version highlights
some interesting entity sets present in the /r/news conversation. Recall that the entity sets
are consistent horizontally so that both red circles on the left and the right of the inset plot
both indicate the entity set with Donald_Trump; likewise the blue circles on the left and
the right of the insert both represent Barack_Obama. Edges moving visually left to right
indicate topical paths found in online discourse. In the /r/news subreddit, which tracks only
US news, Donald_Trump and Barack_Obama are frequent visits, but so too are national
entities like United_States (not highlighted), Iraq, and others. It is difficult to see from this
illustration, but the expanded interactive visualization shows a common coalescing pattern
where large sets of entities and unique combinations of ideas typically coalesce into more
simple singleton entities like Barack_Obama or United_States.

4.1 Spreading activation

Next, we adapt the illustration of conversation traversals to begin to answer RQ3. Specifically,
we are interested in how the differences in starting points, at the roots of the comment tree,
have any impact on the eventual shape of the conversation. For example, given a conversation
starting with Donald_Trump howwill the conversation take shape for liberals and howmight
that conversation be different among conservatives? This kind of analysis provides endless
possibilities in the analysis of how different groups of people think and articulate ideas a
given topic.

To help answer this question, we employ tools from the study of spreading activation [40].
Spreading activation is a concept from cognitive psychology that has been used to model how
ideas spread and propagate in the brain from an initial source. A popular use for spreading
activation has been on semantic networks to find the relatedness between different concepts.
Formally, spreading activation works by specifying two parameters: (1) a firing threshold
F ∈ [0, . . . , 1] and (2) a decay factor D ∈ [0, . . . , 1]. The vertex/entity set selected by a
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Fig. 8 Entity graph example of spreading activation on /r/news when Barack_Obama is selected as the starting
entity. The x-axis represents the (threaded) depth at which each entity was mentioned within conversations
rooted at Barack_Obama. The y-axis represents the semantic space of each entity, i.e., similar entities are
closer than dissimilar entities on the y-axis. Node colors represent equivalent entity sets. In this example, we
observe that conversations starting from Barack_Obama tend to center around the United_States, political
figures such as Donald_Tump, and discussion around whether his religion is Islam

user will be given an initial activation Ai of 1. This is then propagated to each connected
vertex as Ai ×w j × D where w j is the weight of each edge connection to the corresponding
vertex. Each vertex will then acquire its own activation value Ai based on the total amount of
signal received from all incoming edges. If a vertex has acquired enough activation to exceed
the firing threshold F , it too will fire further propagating forward through the graph. In the
common setting, vertices are only allowed to fire once and the spreading will end once there
is no more vertices to activate.

In our work, we use spreading activation as a method for a user to select a starting
topic/entity set within the illustration of conversation traversals. The spreading activation
functionwill then propagate the activation of entities along the conversation paths to highlight
those that are mostly likely to activate from a given starting point. Because we permit the
entity graph to be constructed (and labeled) from multiple subreddits, we can also use the
spreading activation function to compare and contrast how users from different subreddits
activate in response to a topic.

After spreading activation has been calculated, our interactive visualization tool removes
all vertices and links that are not part of the activated portion of the graph. All of the vertices
involved in spreading activationwill have their size scaled based on howmuch activation they
received. An example of this is cropped and illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows how spreading
activation occurs when the entity set Barack_Obama is activated within /r/news. Here, we
see that conversations starting with (only) Barack_Obama tend to move toward discussions
about the United_States. We also note that the Islam entity is semantically far away from
Barack_Obama andDonald_Trump as indicated its placement on the y-axis. The results from
using spreading activation allow for a much more granular investigation of conversational
flow. These granular levels of conversational flow demonstrate that an individual can search
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for patterns related to influence campaigns, echo chambers and other social media maladies
across a number of topics.

5 Comparative analysis

The visual conversation traversals appears to be helpful for investigating trends within a
group. But, our final goal is to use these to compare and contrast how different groups move
through the conversation space. Our first attempt at this was to use and overlay separate plots
and attempt to compare the trends. This would be challenging though because it would fail to
capture themagnitude in any differences between the groups for various entity set transitions.
Our second attempt, instead, modified the entity graph creation process to take in data from
two different subreddits. By using both communities, we can capture how often an entity
transition occurs in each subreddit and use color gradients to indicate the relative strength of
each transition probability based on the edge weight we find in each subreddit. This visually
shows if correlations occur between subreddits. In the present work, we examined three
different scenarios among the subreddits in our dataset.

Scenario 1: liberals and conservatives
Determining how motivated groups communicate about and respond to various topics is
of enormous importance in modern communication studies. For example, communication
specialists and political scientists are interested in understanding how users respond to coor-
dinated influence campaigns that flood social media channels with the same message [41].
Repetition is key for the idea to stick, andwewould expect then that these forms ofmessaging
would begin to appear in the entity graphs and possibly visually indicated in the conversation
traversals.

Although a full analysis of this difficult topic is not within the purvue of the current
work, we do perform a comparative analysis of /r/Conservative and /r/politics as proxies
for comparing conservative and liberal groups, respectively. We pay particular attention
to determining the particular topics and entities that each group tends to go toward later
(deeper) in the conversation. Such a comparative analysis may be key to understanding how
coordinated influence campaigns orient the conversation of certain groups or derail them.

The comparative illustration using spreading activation was used at the beginning of the
paper in Fig. 1 and is not re-illustrated in this section. The illustration yields some interesting
findings. While one might expect /r/Conservative to discuss members or individuals related
to the republican party, we instead find that conversations tend to migrate toward mentions
of liberal politicians (e.g., Joe_Biden) indicated by red lines in Fig. 1. The reverse holds
true as well: mentions of Joe_Biden leads toward mentions of the Republican_Party by the
liberal group, as indicated by the blue line connecting the two. A brief inspection of the
underlying comments reveals that users in each subreddit tend to talk in a negative manner
toward the other party’s politicians. This is a clear example of affective polarization [21]
being captured by our visualization tool. Affective polarization is where individuals organize
around principles of dislike and distrust toward the out-group (the other political party) even
more so than trust in their in-group.

Another finding we observe is the more pronounced usage of the United_States by con-
servatives than liberals. This observation could be explained by the finding that conservatives
show a much larger degree of overt patriotism than liberal individuals [42], which has more
recently lead to a renewed interest in populism and nationalism [43].
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Fig. 9 Illustration of an entity graph created from threaded conversations from /r/news (red edges) and
r/worldnews (blue edges). The x-axis represents the (threaded) depth at which each entity set was men-
tioned within conversations rooted at White_House. The y-axis represents the semantic space of each entity,
i.e., similar entities are closer than dissimilar entity sets on the y-axis. Nodes colors represent equivalent entity
sets. Conversations in /r/news tends to coalesce to United_States, while conversations in /r/worldnews tend to
scatter into various other countries (unlabeled black nodes connected by thin blue lines) (color figure online)

Scenario 2: US news and Worldnews
In our second scenario, we compare the conversations from /r/news (red) and /r/worldnews
(blue), which are geared toward US-only news and non-US news, respectively.

The comparison between these subreddits reveals unsurprising findings. A much larger
portion of the entity sets come from /r/worldnews as they discuss a much broader range
of topics. Many of the entity transitions that are dominated by /r/worldnews come from
discussions of other countries, events, and people outside of the USA. The aspects that are
shown to come primarily from /r/news are topics surrounding the USA, China, and major
political figures from the USA. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 9 which illustrates
spreading activation starting from White_House. Here, the dominating red lines, which
reflect transitions from within conversations on /r/news, converge to United_States, even
after topics like Russia or Islam are discussed. An interesting side note is that many of the
unlabeled entities entering the conversation via blue lines (/r/worldnews) in � = 5 and � = 6
represent other countries such as Canada, Japan,Mexico, and Germany. The findings from
this comparative analysis do not show any extremely interesting results but, it does show that
the entity graph is able to capture what one would see as the assumed patterns to find from
comparing these two subreddits of interest.

Scenario 3: COVID and Vaccines
Our final analysis focuses on comparing a single subreddit, /r/Coronavirus, but during two
different time periods. There is a large amount of work that has been done analyzing COVID
online looking at partisanship [44], user reaction to misinformation [45], and differences
in geographic concerns [46]. The first segment (highlighted in red) comes from the period
of January through June 2020, which was during the emergence of the novel Coronavirus.
Although the /r/Coronavirus subreddit had existed for many years prior, it became extremely
active during this time. The second segment was from the following year January–June 2021.
This time period corresponded to the development, approval, and early adoption of vaccines.

Our analysis of this visualization yielded some interesting findings related to the coro-
navirus pandemic that we illustrate in Fig. 10 . If we begin spreading activation from the
perspective of United_States, we find that most of the discussion leads to China and Italy
in 2020, which appears reasonable because of China and Italy’s early struggles with virus
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Fig. 10 Comparison between the first 6 months of /r/Coronavirus from 2020 to 2021. Illustration of an entity
graph created from threaded conversations from /r/Coronavirus in January to June 2020 (red edges) and from
January to June 2021 (blue edges). The x-axis represents the (threaded) depth at which each entity set was
mentioned within conversations rooted at United_States. The y-axis represents the semantic space of each
entity set, i.e., similar entity sets are closer than dissimilar entity sets on the y-axis. Node colors represent
equivalent entity sets. Conversations tended to focus on China and Italy early in the pandemic, but turn toward
a broader topic space later in the pandemic (color figure online)

outbreaks. In comparison, the 2021 data appeared more likely to mention Sweden, India,
and Germany, which had severe outbreaks during those months. Our findings from spreading
activation allow us to capture the shifting changes in countries of interest from 2020 to 2021
as the pandemic progressed.

6 Discussion

In the current work, we presented a new perspective by which to view and think about online
discourse. Rather than taking the traditional social networks view where information flows
over the human participants, our view is to consider human conversations as stepping over
a graph of concepts and entities. We call these discourse maps entity graphs, and we show
that they present a fundamentally different view of online human communication.

Taking this perspective we set out to answer three research questions about (1) discourse
prediction, (2) illustration, and (3) behavior comparisons between groups. We found that
discourse remains difficult to predict, and this prediction gets harder the deeper into the
conversation we attempt predictions. We demonstrate that the visual conversation traversals
provide a view of group discourse, and we find that online discourse tends to coalesce into
narrow, simple topics as the conversation deepens—although those topics could be wildly
different from starting topic. Finally, we show that the spreading activation function is able
to focus the visualization to provide a comparative analysis of competing group dynamics.
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6.1 Limitations

While the work in its current state is helpful for better understanding conversations, it is
not without its limitations. Foremost, in the present work we only considered conversations
on Reddit. Another limitation is that the entity linking method we chose is geared toward
high precision at the cost of low recall. This means that we can be confident that the entities
extracted in the conversations aremostly correct, but we havemissed some portion of entities.
The recall limitation does inhibit the total number of entities we were able to collect; a better
system would provide for better insights in our downstream analysis. This issue can also be
highlighted with the long tail distribution of entities and the challenges this poses to current
methods [47]. An entity linking model that focuses on recall may still result in useful graphs
as prior works have found that many of the entities are considered “close enough” even when
they are not a perfect match to ground truth data [48]. Using a different entity linking model
could lead to different patterns extracted from our method. For a model that optimizes for
higher recall, it could create a much larger entity graph, though it would likely contain a fair
amount of noise due to the precision–recall trade-off.

Another limitation inherent to the present work is the consideration of conversations
as threaded trees. This is an imperfect representation of natural, in-person conversation,
and still different from unthreaded conversations like those found on Twitter and Facebook,
whichmay require a vastly different entity graph constructionmethod. Finally, the interactive
visualization tool is limited in its ability to process enormous amounts of conversation data
because of its reliance on JavaScript libraries and interactive browser rendering.

6.2 Future work

These limitations leave open avenues for further exploration in future work. Our immediate
goals are to use the entity graphs to better understand how narratives are crafted and shaped
across communities. Improvements in the entity linking process and addition of concept
vertices, pronoun anaphora resolution, threaded information extraction and other advances
in SocialNLP will serve to improve the technology substantially. We also plan to ingest other
threaded conversational domains such as Hacker News, 4chan, and even anonymized email
data. Extensions of this work could also include capturing more information between entity
transitions such as the sentiment overlaid on a given entity or group of entities. This extra
information could allow us to create entity graphs that not only show the transition but also
how various groups speak and feel about those specific entities.
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